hankering after causes, and the error of pronouncing a sprinkling of some epidemic disease to be a general phenomenon leads naturally to the facile, but absurd, conclusion that this must be due to a general influence or cause. The noxt step is to pass in review such general influences as were common to all the affected localities at the time. The most plausible of these is selected as the culprit, or, if no positive and particular general influence can be discovered, an abstract term?" climate," or " epidemic influence"?is invented or utilized, and made to do duty as a substantive "theory," or as a prop to some other " theory" of a more occult or quasi-learned description. It is easy to " generalize" and wax wise and oracular in this way. We grant, they exclaim, that the manifestations are exceptional, and the. instances of exemption exceed the instances of affection ; but it is only those subjects who are " predisposed" who succumb to the general influence. The rest are not susceptible. It is a case of good seed falling on barren ground. Now, there can be no denying the fact of predisposition, or, as we would prefer to call it, susceptibility to disease, or rather of its opposite insusceptibility ; but this admission is very far from justifying the use of the fact in the wholesale and reckless manner above indicated. This is, however, a large subject, and will be better discussed in a separate article. The practical lesson which flows from the foregoing considerations leads usback to the moral which we are ever proclaiming, namely, the duty of investigating instances minutely and exhaustively, and eschewing false and specious generalizing. The latter is a fatally easy and seductive process; the former demands labor and patience, and involves much worry, fatigue, and not a little disappointment; but if we are to advance at all, the royal road of speculation will certainly not take us nearer the haven of discovery ; for like little Alice in the looking-glass, the longer we travel on it the further wo recede from our gaol.
